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Abstract

Considering the controversies existent on the subject, the aim of this review is to discuss adherence to diet in obese adolescents. The selection of articles was made in the SCOPUS, COCHRANE, APA PsyC Net, SciELO, LILACS, CAPES Journals, PUBMED/MEDLINE and GOOGLE ACADEMICO databases. Studies published between 2002 and 2012 were selected. There was lack of evidence of conceptual discussion about adherence to diet in obesity in the child-youth context, in addition to scarcity of data on adherence to diet itself in obese adolescents and the methods of evaluating this. Lastly, multiple interdependent factors were found which both facilitated and made the process of adherence to diet difficult for obese youngsters. The majority of these (factors) belong to the socioeconomic and cultural dimension, in addition to pointing out cognitive and psychological factors and those associated with health services and professionals.
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Introduction

Obesity is one of today’s greatest public health problems. Obesity is characterized by a perverse democratization, for as a global epidemic, it affects industrialized and developing countries, high- and low-income populations, men and women, children and adolescents as well as adults.

Childhood and youth obesity has become a public health concern due to the drastic increase in their prevalence rates and for presenting a variety of physical and psychosocial comorbidities. Moreover, when predicting its continuation in the adult stage, the early morbi-mortality during this period increases, thus reducing life expectancy.

Brennan et al. emphasize two recent revisions (Oude Luttikhuis H et al., 2008 & Tsiros et al., 2008) about treating excess weight and obesity in children and youth, which concluded that combining behavioral, dietary and physical activity interventions can produce clinically significant reductions in excess weight for this population.

Diet plays a key role in success rates of treating obesity, but until now, empirical evidence is limited. Some authors highlight the necessity of producing high-quality studies following the dietary approach to verify, among other things, details of prescription for dietary therapy and adherence rates to such treatment.

In adherence to diet, it is necessary to recognize the preponderant role of eating behavior in the prevention and treatment of obesity. There are nutritional, demographic, socio-cultural, environmental and psychological...
factors, whether associated or not, which will at some level, either make adherence to healthy eating practices easier or more difficult, predisposing to obesity, or aggravating it once it has been established.  

Despite the high prevalence of and biopsychosocial consequences of excess weight on adolescents, understanding the phenomenon of adherence to therapy is controversial, for treatment options are scarce, and there are few studies that explore or evaluate such treatments, or that approach adherence to guidance, particularly among adolescents. Furthermore, there are studies that demonstrate gaps in the medical records in terms of recommendations for behavioral changes even among obese children. The ability to make comparisons between obesity intervention programs and their results is limited, especially due to methodological deficiencies. In a systematic review of the literature, Collins et al. encountered deficiencies in the quality of dietary evaluation in the majority of studies analyzed. Rarely did they describe objectives of dietary interventions, thus compromising the quality of the majority of studies, in terms of evaluation of alterations in food intake in response to interventions. Therefore, there is a need for studies that make in-depth assessments of the efficacy and safety of treatments of child and youth obesity.

Considering the gaps and controversies presented above, this review, discusses adherence to nutritional therapy among obese adolescents, its conceptual aspects, evaluation criteria, and limiting and facilitating factors, in search of guiding elements for educational strategies targeting this population.

Methodology

A non-systematic review of the literature was conducted using research based on the SCOPUS, COCHRANE, APA Psyc Net, SciELO, CAPES Journals, PUBMED/MEDLINE and GOOGLE ACADEMIC databases, using the descriptors adherence/non-adherence to diet of obese adolescents, barriers to obese adolescents’ adherence to diet, conceptual discussion of adherence to diet, and equivalent search terms in other languages.

Criteria for selecting studies included articles, books and documents that explored the theme of obese adolescents’ adherence to nutritional therapy, published in Portuguese, English, Spanish and French between 2002 and 2012. Article references were also analyzed to find studies not found using the search engine.

Despite the vast literature on adherence to therapeutic diets for treating pathologies such as HIV/AIDS, diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease, as well as on nutritional therapy for weight loss or metabolic control; consultation of the references on the issue of adherence of obese adolescents to nutritional therapy confirmed reduced frequency of publications about this issue.

Articles chosen for analysis that met the objectives of this review totaled 42 publications, including 27 national and 15 international journals, distributed as follows: 10 arising from quantitative scientific research, 11 from qualitative research, nine literature reviews, nine theoretical articles, two documents and one book.

Of the selected works, six were from the field of medicine, four from psychology, four from nursing, five from nutrition, one from physical education, one from pharmacuetics, and another from health education. In addition to these, 11 were interdisciplinary articles combining nutrition and other health fields, such as: medicine, physical education, nursing, dentistry and psychology. One study was chosen from the fields of education and psychology, another from education/technology/health and a third from nursing, psychology and medicine. Two studies were selected from the fields of medicine and psychology and another from medicine and public health. One document came from the Brazilian Ministry of Health and another from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics. Finally, the book is an American publication whose authors come from the fields of communication and patient education.

After a systematic reading of the studies, some aspects were outstanding for deepening of analysis and discussion: concepts of adherence to diet, evaluation measures factors facilitating and limiting adherence to diet among obese adolescents. These factors were grouped into 3 dimensions: socioeconomic and cultural; that related to the patient, comprising psychological, emotional and cognitive elements; and lastly, the dimension related to health services and professionals. This grouping was inspired by the classification made by World Health Organization (WHO, 2003) presented by Dias et al.

Results and discussion

Concepts of diet adherence

Despite the vast literature on adherence to health treatments, there are far fewer publications on “adherence to diet”.

Among selected articles there was no conceptual discussion of Child-Youth “adherence to diet”. One observes factors related to adherence, without reference to the conception of adherence used; and strategies for confronting the situation, representing elements facilitating this process.

Conceptual aspects of adherence were identified in articles, which in a generalist manner, approached treatments for chronically ill people or specifically medication therapy, whether it was broad in scope, or focused on arterial hypertension and HIV/AIDS.
Adherence was also discussed conceptually in articles about cardiopathies in general, diabetes mellitus and in the sphere of collective health. Although many use the term “adherence to treatment” (or to therapy or therapeutic regime) with reference to adherence to medication or diet, it is worth pointing out that adherence to a diet-therapeutic proposal is one of the strategies in the treatment of obesity, in addition to physical activity, Behavioral and Cognitive Therapy, medications and changes in lifestyle. Therefore, the term “adherence” refers to various practices, practices inherent to health, of a multifactorial nature, which transcend simply following a prescription. These include factors such as: socioeconomics and culture, the healthcare system and its professionals, base illness and comorbidities, treatment, and the sick person.  

Although the first consideration on the importance of following medical prescriptions dates back 2,400 years to Hippocrates, no recent articles focused on the theoretical-conceptual discussion about adherence to diet. Only one book and one review article were found, published over 25 and ten years ago, respectively. Thus, the generalist concept of “adherence”, which appeared at the end of the 1950s, was rescued.  

The concept of “adherence” varies a great deal, but generally speaking, the definition of the WHO (2003) is adopted, which merges Haynes (1979) and Rand’s (1993) definitions. Thus, from a biomedical perspective, the adherence process occurs when a person’s behavior in ingesting medication, in complying with a diet and/or lifestyle changes coincide with the recommendations of a health care provider. Furthermore, Leite & Vasconcelos affirmed that adherence occurs when 80% of recommendations/prescriptions are followed.  

An important distinction is made between the adherence terminologies (adherence) and agreement or compliance (inclination to please). Compliance, the term developed by Haynes (1979), concerns the patient’s capacity to follow the medical prescription. It suggests that the patient is a passive follower of the health professional’s “orders”, and that the therapeutic plan is not based on an alliance between the two. Whereas adherence allows the patient’s cooperation in the choice of his/her treatment, and there is thus a better relationship between the health professional and the patient.  

This distinction was adapted to the context of food and nutrition by Holli & Calabrese. They defined “compliance” as the extension to which individual food behaviors coincide with dietary recommendations of the nutritionist, whereas “adherence” suggests the subject’s voluntary participation in problem solving and deciding about dietary changes (table I).  

From this perspective, that which is denominated adherence, in the majority of published studies, refers to compliance, because in reality health care has traditionally always been influenced by the biomedical model, characterized by the verticalized and hierarchical relationship between health professionals and patients. The term compliance appears better adapted to the scientific rationalization of modern medicine, sustained by an objective and quantitative measurement that ignores the health-disease relationship.  

From this perspective, one supposes no interference from family members, friends or neighbors, or from family members, friends or neighbors, and less so from their representations of body, health and disease. Therefore, it is suggested that the therapeutic scheme prescribed was not a shared decision between patient and health professional.  

On the other hand, the concept of adherence goes beyond simply carrying out the determinations of the health professional. Among other things, it depends on the patient’s ability to deal with biological, behavioral and social factors that influence health and disease, and which equally involve all health professionals.  

In the process of adherence, patients’ autonomy and ability to accept guidance is highlighted. Should they not accept, the professional has no responsibility for
the consequences of the decision taken. This attitude may be interpreted as deviant behavior or incompetence on the part of the non adherent patient to follow the instructions.

Thus, the multidimensional nature of adherence with regard to construct is recognized, considering the biopsychosocial approach to it over the last few years. Nevertheless, a hiatus prevails between recognizing the complexity of the subject within scientific discussion and its concrete action in the majority of clinical-educational practices.

As far as the relationship between health professional and patient is concerned, there appears to be a type of responsibility transfer game in non adherence: the health professional holds the patient responsible, and when the patient is a child or adolescent, the parents hold the health professional responsible. These dynamics impose the need for reconsidering conceptual aspects of this process within the scope of food and nutrition: what does adherence to a certain diet really mean? It appears to be only one aspect of eating behavior, which is overweight to the detriment of other psychosocial cultural factors.

One could conclude that advancement in the conception of adherence to diet is also considering some elements of the adherence concept proposed by the Vulnerability, Adherence and Collective Health Needs group. Its authors emphasize three plans of approach: the first is with respect to the way in which the user understands the health-disease process. The more restricted the individual’s understanding, the more passive he/she will be when confronted with dietary challenges. However, should his/her understanding be broad and emancipatory, the more active he/she will become, improving his/her abilities to face the illness.

The second approach refers to the subject’s social position, including access to work, housing, health services, food, clothing, education, information, transport and leisure. It also includes concepts of freedom, autonomy, creativity, shared and constructive relationships, affection and happiness; in effect, elements that will determine access to a dignified existence and the potential for confronting processes that lead to exhaustion.

The third approach relates to the complex process of producing health, involving the societal network with its contradictions and constitutive tensions. In this context, the most fundamental relational skills are those that favor apprehending health needs by practicing listening, building ties, establishing symmetrical relationships and empowering the patient to construct and choose the therapeutic project.

In this sense, when Minayo affirmed Anthropology’s collaboration with Medicine, Public Health and Epidemiology, the value of knowledge that arises from the patients experience is also affirmed, emphasizing the need to problematize the role of diagnostic and treatment techniques in the face of objective and subjective reasons of the social actors involved in production and reproduction of care.

In view of the foregoing, one is urged to think about the problem of diet adherence in obese adolescents, using interpretive and comprehensive approaches to illness, its causal factors and psychosocial repercussions, focusing on the family context and dynamics, the relationship with food and nutrition, and the influence of the media and social groups, which is what must be understood at the individual, meso and macro contexts.

Measures of its evaluation

Despite recognizing the complex diet adherence process as a phenomenon involving psychosocial cultural aspects, its evaluation measures continue to reflect a hiatus between problem scope and over-valuation of measurable aspects. Studies evaluating the phenomenon have adopted an instrumental conception of following a diet, focusing on the disease and not the sick person, with his/her reality, characteristics, representations of the disease and institutional relationships.

In the absence of a standard measure, or subjective appreciation of individual behavior, when adherence is evaluated within the scope of food and nutrition, privileged aspects continue to be: adolescents and their parents appearing at consultations; follow-up or drop-out rates of weight reduction programs, measured by structured questionnaires about food and nutrition and frequency of eating; percentages of weight loss by means of anthropometry; and lastly, clinical and laboratory data.

Around 20 to 50% of the patients did not schedule appointments. Considering cases demanding habit changes, such as quitting smoking or reducing food intake, rates are even higher. Around 30 to 50% of patients, irrespective of pathology, therapy and prognosis, do not adhere to treatment.

Social inequalities as regards access to health care intensify non adherence, making it a problem in some realities. In developed countries, the rate of adherence to treatments represents around 50% of the total; in developing countries, this percentage diminishes significantly.

In terms of treating obesity, it has been found that the majority of obese persons do not remain in dietary programs. Among those that remain, the majority do not lose weight; of those who do, the majority return to their previous weight.

Low adherence to nutritional treatment has been observed in patients submitted to both short- and long-term interventions.

Studies exploring adherence to nutritional therapy of obese adolescents are lacking, and no consensus exists about the efficacy of intervention programs. There are also few studies about improvement in nutritional education strategies for obese adolescents.

Vieira et al. emphasized the role of adherence to treatment by adolescents and their families, resulting in 30 to 80% of immediate therapeutic failure.
Low adherence from the beginning of treatment may help to explain another problem: the difficulty in maintaining weight after initial reduction. Fewer than 5% of adolescents that lost weight were able to maintain it after five years.21 Around 50% of patients do not return to continue treatment.21

Tershakovec & Kuppler35 presented studies about the adherence and drop-out rates in children and adolescents: in of these studies about a nutritional education program for children with hypercholesterolemia, identified a 13% drop-out rate over the course of 12 months. In another, 86% of obese children completed two years of follow-up, whereas of the 97% attended, half or more participated in the group therapy sessions.

In reviewing intervention studies, Denzer et al.1 observed heterogeneous data about the efficacy of short and long term weight reduction programs for children and adolescents and limited comparability for methodological reasons. Positive results have almost always been observed in integrated behavioral intervention programs that demand strong commitment by patients and parents for long-term intensive treatment.

Vieira et al.’s study,26 whose objective was to evaluate the initial adherence of 75 obese adolescents to a weight reduction program, defined “adherence” according to a scale based on the number of nutritional instructions followed: from 8 to 9 (good); from 5 to 7 (regular) and 4 or fewer (poor). They concluded that only 29.3% had “good adherence” and that no patient was able to follow all nine instructions, despite the weight reduction program, defined “adherence” and that no patient was able to follow all nine instructions, despite the weight reduction in a group of adolescents.

In another study,3 the mean number of visits and drop-out rates measured the adherence of over 200 children and adolescents to outpatient treatment for obesity. The regression model created to identify possible predictors of adherence/observance identified, on average, a 30% drop-out rate for each scheduled visit.

Leite & Vasconcelos29 emphasized the importance of considering adherence/non-adherence based on therapeutic system chosen, since there are motivations and blockages present at all levels of treatment, influencing the patient’s relationship with his/her health and therapeutic plan.

Regarding food and nutrition, the process of adherence to diet seems to precede the choice of therapeutic system, as it reflects innumerable factors related to the history and development of the food culture of the adolescent, his/her family and social group.

Therefore, it is recognized that to assist the chronically ill person, requires one to consider the plurality of the care and self-care.32 However, the use of exclusively quantitative data to analyze adherence to diet does not express the complexity of the factors conditioning food choices and practices.

From this aspect, to evaluate adherence or try to understand its dynamics requires amplification both of the concept of adherence to diet and the intervention strategies that may reflect on the evaluation instru-

ments and techniques, because it is not simply a question of following or not following instructions, and even less so of adhering the a proposed menu.

The menu may be understood as a mere abstraction that may or may not be realized by the patient, as a result of a set of practices as regards fractioning, time intervals, quantity and preparation of food, in addition to concepts, demands, needs, knowledge, beliefs, values and expectations that the patient has about food and nutrition.

Thus, Reiners et al.55 signaled that the nature, senses and determinants of non-adherent behavior are complex, and one must therefore consider this issue from the patient’s perspective.

Facilitating and limiting factors of diet adherence in overweight-obese adolescents

Socio-economic factors

There are innumerable interconnected factors that make the process of adherence to a healthy diet difficult or easy for obese adolescents. Many factors constitute the very determinants of food behavior in adolescents.48

Multiple interdependent factors were identified, which may positively or negatively influence the search of obese youths for a healthy diet. The largest portion is related to the socioeconomic and cultural dimension, including family, media, urban environment, peer group, school, religion, money and time.

Family and/or parents, a fundamental element, may act as a limiting or facilitating factor. If the treatment begins before the family is ready to support it, a successful outcome becomes improbable.28 In this context, there are various manners for the family to act, which may make it difficult to follow a diet:

1. The family does not adhere, or is not very involved in the diet therapy process.20, 44, 46, 53
2. The parents/or persons responsible for the patient consultations.55
3. The parents insist on, or restrict the consumption of certain foods.44 Indeed, studies have demonstrated that the more mothers restrict their children’s food access and quantity consumption, the more challenged in self-regulating their intake they will be. Thus, inadequate demands on youngsters, or food restrictions imposed by parents may promote the children’s appetite for caloric foods32, perhaps to rebel and assert their independence from parental control40
4. Inadequate food choices in the family diet33, reinforcing consumption of foods recognized as “unhealthy”.
5. Absence of familial dialogue about food leads to emotional difficulties and prevents problematization47.
6. The family lays responsibility for food behavior changes exclusively on obese youngsters, or it participates in an authoritarian, critical and accusing manner without aggregating other causal elements of obesity, reinforcing inadequate food consumption and/or causing anxiety in the adolescent.24, 55

The majority of behaviors integrated with the process of hunger/satiety, including the selection and ingestion of preferred foods, are probably learned and influenced by elements such as maturation and constitutional aspects, socialization agents (especially televised publicity), affective factors and the mother-child-family interaction.24

Andrade14 emphasizes the role of parents as food behavior models for children, and the contribution of this model in the treatment of obesity. Therefore, parental eating patterns must be managed together with those of obese children and adolescents, otherwise the treatment will fail.23 Nevertheless, the family often denies their share of responsibility for the change in the child’s eating habits.47

While family and/or parents’ action as a facilitating element in the process of adherence is important24, 54, nature of this role and the limitations of this participation are unclear.

The Media is another important factor that acts more as a limiting than facilitating factor in determining youngsters’ adherence to healthy eating. The media, recognized as one of the determinant psychosocial factors of exogenous obesity22 is considered by a certain group of adolescents in Costa Rica, as a barrier to following a healthy diet48. In fact, in the globalized society, economic growth depends on the constant creation of new products, emphasizing consumption and its immediate pleasures, in addition to the massification and standardization of trends.24 This, in practice, is represented by the large production and marketing of industrialized food products, generally rich in simple sugars saturated fatty acids and sodium.

Another aspect expressed by adolescents is the practicality of not very healthy foods,20 a quality generally emphasized by marketing, and may be associated with other limiting factors, such as limited of time to prepare and consume healthy food46 and the excess of obligations.24, 50

Parizzi et al.24 pointed out incentive, by means of aggressive actions of the means of communication, for the exaggerated consumption of these ready-made industrialized foods, high in calories, poor in fibers, with low satiating power; and they also draw attention to the fact that the food industries, supported by the media, are defining both the quantity and quality of the food consumed. Moreover, they point out that 53% of the advertisements transmitted during the time destined for children’s programs on television, are related to industrialized children’s foods.

In a qualitative study Stevenson et al.49 identified social pressures as a barrier to healthy eating behavior in adolescents because on the one hand, there is a demand highly caloric foods, while on the other, there is the discourse against obesity, imposing a slender body as the standard of beauty.17 In this ambivalent context, the media plays an important role in stimulating the consumption of calorie dense foods in their advertisements with thin, agile and dynamic individuals, distant from the universe of obesity.

This review identified no studies that emphasized the positive role of the media with regard to following healthy eating, which represents a challenge to the scientific community, considering the sociopolitical and economic questions interlocked in the media universe of the food industries.

In addition, the lack of a safe urban environment can be considered in the socioeconomic and cultural dimension. Disorderly urban expansion, lack of safe spaces for pedestrians and leisure areas profoundly compromise the quality of people’s lives.24 This context facilitates sedentarism, already aggravated by technologies such as elevators, cars, TV, computers and the Internet20. Other studies show the relationship between obesity in children and adolescents and excessive time spent at the television and/or computer while consuming high-calorie snacks.20

Given this, one must consider and seek to combat the principal reasons for childhood sedentarism, which depends, to great extent, on the social environment. Furthermore, it seems easier to confront this aspect at the individual level, investigating personal and familial reasons.20

Paradoxically, while recognizing the school’s duty as a formative agent of healthy habits,27 in some researches with adolescents, it was pointed out as a barrier to healthy eating behavior. These youngsters discuss the unavailability of healthy foods in the school environment7 and others affirmed that in this environment, the appetite is much greater, and in the intervals they may eat foods that are not healthy.50 Moreover, the manner in which the school approaches calorie dense foods may, in a certain way, work to reinforce the adolescents’ disposition to prefer them.48

Religion is also pointed out in a contradictory manner; that is to say, it influences the adolescent, either by freeing him/her of commitment to change and confront dietary problems, or causing him/her to temporarily abstain from certain foods, motivated by religious customs.51

Finally, ambivalence is present in the availability of money and time, since adolescents pointed out lack or excess of both as barriers to adopting healthy eating habits26.

**Patients-related factors**

Other factors more directly related to the obese adolescent identified were: no commitment to dietary agreements; going on diets before treatment; lack of
motivation; depression; low self-esteem; peer pressure; flavor of foods considered healthy; greed; unhealthy preferences and food impulses to control emotional states.45,50,51

To Mello et al.44 no commitment to agreements by children and adolescents results from understanding the therapeutic proposal as something “magic” and favors (as from the second meeting) not showing up for consultations. Low adherence to weight management proposals (eating habits and physical activity) was observed, as 50% of the children and adolescents in their sample had previously gone on diets to lose weight. Bautista-Castano et al.’s study46 also points outgoing on diets before treatment for excess weight and obesity as a predictive factor for low adherence.

Adding to the factors previously presented, whether as cause or consequence of these, patients’ lack of motivation is one of the most frequent barriers mentioned by health professionals in treating obese children and adults.45

Daniels et al.3 also pointed out the relationship between depression and obesity in children and adolescents. In a study with obese adolescents, Serrano et al.13 concluded that reduced self-esteem, due to a different body image, expressed by feelings of guilt and self-contempt, in most instances leads to social isolation. On the other hand, Rodrigues & Boog47 pointed out that low self-esteem may arise due to social exclusion, originating both from the social group and the family. From this perspective, Rossi et al.51 emphasized that one advantage of a healthy diet is the psychological benefit of increased self-esteem.

Therefore, in terms of psychological factors, emotions are reported by adolescents to be barriers to consuming certain healthy foods. In Stevensona et al.’s study,49 interviewees’ comments about mood were generally associated with the ingestion of foods considered unhealthy, such as chocolate. Its consumption was mentioned because it boosted mood when youngsters felt upset, depressed or bored. With this demographic, the central motivation for food choice is more frequently determined by physical (food aesthetics in terms of flavor, texture, appearance and smell) and psychological factors, inherent to the individual.

Health system - related factors

Finally, evidence of factors related to the dimension of health services and professionals was shown to interfere in the therapeutic process by: social actors’ conception of healthy eating, professionals’ pedagogic approach and the structure and functioning of health services themselves.

The youngsters mentioned healthy eating for weight control as a quick fix, instead of a long-term health strategy. Along this line of reasoning, possible consequences of obesity were linked to pathological obesity, and not unhealthy eating behavior.50

Another limiting concept is dichotomous thinking about eating practices, separating eating correctly, associated with “good” foods (fruits, vegetables, rice, beans and meat), from eating incorrectly, associated with “bad” foods (sweets, fast food, French fries, savory snacks, mayonnaise and sodas), which inhibits dietary balance among adolescents and their family members.45,51

This dichotomy originates from the culture and previous experiences of youngsters with healthcare services, and is reinforced by health professionals’ authority, who know no better than to approach eating by reproducing practices transmitted to them; that is to say, adopting simplistic, hardly practical instructions, valuing the exclusion of many foods.51

This practice reflects another limiting factor, the pedagogical approach favored in the clinical educational practice of most health professionals. As they have an educational background/training incompatible with problematizing educational practices, they value the adolescent’s “obedience” to dietary instructions, rather than stimulating their autonomy when faced with decision making about daily food choices.50 Professionals then implement traditional nutritional interventions with the goal of providing basic information about healthy eating concepts.49

When one expects strict obedience from the patient to follow nutritional instructions, one is restricted to integrating rational knowledge with the subject’s complex reality, thus reinforcing the myth that obesity is resolved simply by drawing up a diet.50 By disregarding the singularity of the patient and his/her triggering factors, the ideological, symbolic and emotional reasons inherent to his/her eating practices may negatively impact the obese youngster’s motivation to undergo treatment.44

In view of this, one deduces the precarious nature of the tie between the patient and professional in this educational approach, making it unfeasible to adopt healthy behavior.33

It is important to add elements limiting adherence to healthy eating to the structure and functioning of many health services. Story et al.44 identified the lack of support services, reimbursement and clinical time as the obstacles most mentioned by professionals in managing obese children and adolescents. Another study55 also associated the type of insurance/reimbursement with children and adolescents dropping out of a weight control program. Rodrigues & Boog47 pointed out that health services hardly ever approached food’s symbolic aspects, removing any meaning the individual attributes to foods. Moreover, many health professionals struggle with behavioral management, guidance strategies, parenting skills and management of family conflicts.44

Given these difficulties, it’s fundamental to consider the potential of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) as an important strategy to maintain long-term behavioral changes and weight loss, helping the adolescent and his
or her family to manage boundaries and make these changes possible. This strategy is coherent with adequate approaches utilizing behavioral modification and family support to promote dietary changes, increase physical activity and reduce sedentary behaviors of overweight and obese adolescents.10

From the perspective of pointing out facilitating elements of behavioral modification, specifically seeking adherence to a healthy diet, the review article by Resnicow et al.56 highlights that despite the evidence for Motivational Interviews as a means of prevent and treat childhood obesity, this technique is only beginning to emerge. This methodological instrument, which focuses on reflexive listening and shared decision-making, appears to be especially effective for individuals that are at first less “ready” for change; and thus may be feasible with obese children and adolescents struggling with diet adherence.

To finalize, it is fundamental to point out that the same elements that make it difficult to adhere to a healthy diet may act as facilitators of this same process (table II).

The search for new friendships, the adolescents’ discomfort with his/her physical state, in addition to adequate nutritional interventions, may improve adherence to a healthy diet.49 In fact, behavioral techniques using an interdisciplinary approach achieve more significant results in weight loss; above all, when the treatment is long-term and includes continued follow-up.54, 71

Vieira et al.50 emphasized attention to discipline (fractioning, quantities, times, place reserved for eating without TV and without reading) as a facilitator incontrolling eating behavior. From this perspective, Serrano et al.6 observed an awareness in youngsters with regard to the regular physical activity, reducing time spent in front of the TV, videogames, computer, and Internet, thus corroborating control of consuming fast, calorie dense snacks.

The school may be a partner in adherence, because there children eat at least one meal, which makes it possible to engage in food and nutritional education.47

Regarding health services and actions of health professionals, some studies revealed positive aspects in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Limiting factors</th>
<th>Facilitating factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic factors</td>
<td>• Family and/or parents</td>
<td>• Family and/or parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Media</td>
<td>• Urban planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of safe urban environment</td>
<td>• School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• School</td>
<td>• Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Religion</td>
<td>• Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Money</td>
<td>• Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients-related factors</td>
<td>• Not committing to dietary combinations</td>
<td>• Search for new friendships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Missing appointments</td>
<td>• Adolescent’s own discomfort with their physical state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dieting previous to treatment</td>
<td>• Behavioural techniques using interdisciplinary approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of motivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Depression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Peer pressure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Flavor of foods considered healthy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gluttony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Unhealthy food preferences and impulses to regulate emotional states</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system-related factors</td>
<td>• Dichotomous conception of food</td>
<td>• Behavioural and cognitive therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Pedagogical approach utilized by professionals</td>
<td>• Motivational interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of support and reimbursement services</td>
<td>• Group treatment for obese youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of clinical time</td>
<td>• Change in conception of healthy eating through a problematizing approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of approach to symbolic aspects inherent to food</td>
<td>• Joint formulation of nutritional objectives between the obese adolescent and others involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Difficulties of health professionals in behavioral management, mentoring strategies, parenting skills and family conflict mediation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the group care of obese youngsters,\textsuperscript{3,5,34} making them reflect by exchanging experiences about food habits. This group movement facilitates discussion of transversal themes that may be absent in individual consultations\textsuperscript{35}. However, better results in dietary counseling were only founding groups not exceeding 15 children.\textsuperscript{3}

Another fundamental factor is changing conceptions of healthy food by social actors. In this sense, discussion of “ethical conduct”, according to Espinosa’s philosophy, proposed by Carvalho & Martins\textsuperscript{3} may serve as a reference for promising transformations. For the authors, an ethical conduct considers the singularities and participation of those involved in changing eating behavior, opening space for life’s unpredictability and acknowledging the tension caused by the pleasure of eating, on one hand, and following nutritional recommendations, on the other.

It is, therefore, conceiving another form of knowledge associating reason with the adolescent’s experience, establishing an ethical relationship between food, body and health, making nutritional rules flexible to fit the needs of singular corporeity, experiences, and youngsters’ internal conflicts. From this perspective, the problematizing pedagogical approach\textsuperscript{36} makes adolescents perceive the existence of only two ways of feeding themselves, and through natural curiosity and ties with the professional, they begin to problematize day to day questions, seeking to develop their own strategies for confronting situations. This educational practice is understood as a space in construction, in which changes occur according to each person’s desire, time and limits.\textsuperscript{33}

Through this approach, positive changes were observed in the dietary practices of adolescents (more frequently in the group attended individually) and in the subjective aspects of food behavior (more frequently in collective attendance). Moreover, adolescents expressed bodily feelings related to dietary practices, manifested their food preferences more spontaneously to the family, and equally, changes were observed in psychological aspects such as self-esteem and social interaction.\textsuperscript{36}

Therefore, thinking of nutritional therapy within the scope of obesity in adolescents is perhaps not essentially being concerned with the issue of adherence to diet, which becomes a natural consequence of a therapeutic path run “on many legs”.\textsuperscript{36}

Moreover, Carvalho & Martins\textsuperscript{3} suggested the joint elaboration of nutritional objectives among obese adolescents and others involved (parents or guardians), because a dietary plan imposed exclusively by a scientific logic impedes peoples’ freedom, leading them, albeit unconsciously, to reject the diet that is presented to them.

**Conclusion**

This review showed evidence of the lack of conceptual discussion, over the last 10 years, of adherence to diet in studies on childhood obesity. Despite the scope of adherence to treatment, this term is used in scientific studies as a synonym of adherence to diet, which denotes its limited application. The non-existence is a concept of adherence to diet, with the particularities that the complexity of food behavior requires. Effectively, there is an adaptation of the generalist concept of adherence, guiding the definition of adherence to nutritional therapy, making it a concept that is still under construction.

While the term adherence is widely used, what one observes in the health professional-patient relationship, frequently is compliance, reflecting a hierarchical relationship, part of the biomedical model in action. In light of this, in order to advance in the conceptualization of adherence to diet, it is necessary to go beyond the purely dietary and normative aspects, and go in the direction towards understanding the manner in which the obese youth understands his/her own health-disease process, focusing on his/her relationship with food and family dynamics, in addition to influence of the media and social groups.

There is little data on adherence rates to diet in obese adolescents and about their measurements and evaluation; in addition to the lack of consensus about intervention programs for this disease.

Multiple interdependent factors were identified which both facilitated and made the process of adherence to diet difficult for obese youngsters. The majority of these factors belong to the socioeconomic and cultural dimension, in addition to cognitive and psychological factors and those associated with health services and professionals. Therefore, studies that evaluate the adherence to nutritional interventions in treating child-youth obesity are necessary, considering the particularities and contextualization of these factors.
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